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1: Two Boys Find Secret Passageway In Family Home; Then Things Get Messed Up â€“ Sick Chirpse
Secret passages, also commonly referred to as hidden passages or secret tunnels, are hidden routes used for stealthy
travel, escape, or movement of people and goods. Such passageways are sometimes inside buildings leading to secret
rooms.

The revolution spread to smaller towns, where tax offices were attacked, and to the French countryside, where
peasants attacked rich nobles living in manor houses and castles. Many French royalty and nobles fled to
Austria, Russia or Britain. In October, a mob of 7, demonstrators marched to the Royal Palace at Versailles.
However, he was never able to use the secret passageway. Forty days after he took up residence in the castle, a
group of co-conspirators killed him in his bedroom. A band of and year-olds loyal to the Shogun, who called
themselves the White Tiger Brigade, escaped from Imperial troops using a secret passageway. When the
young warriors emerged from the passageway, they saw a burning samurai residence, which they mistook for
the castle. Believing that the castle had fallen to the Imperial troops, the young warriors committed
mass-suicide by seppuku disembowelment , rather than face the dishonor of defeat. William the 5th Duke of
Portland created a network of tunnels on his estate at Welbeck Abbey , during the 19th century, so that he
could enter and leave the property unseen. He tortured his victims in soundproof rooms hidden within the
complicated hotel designed by many designers and contractors, including Benjamin F. Closed and
camouflaged, it is virtually undetectable. The camouflaged trap door, now open The Regal Knickerbocker, in
Chicago, Illinois , is a grand room hotel built in the s, during the U. When the hotel was remodeled in ,
workers found a secret door in one of the penthouse ballrooms, which leads to a stairway down to ground
level. This may have been used to help people engaging in illegal gambling or drinking to escape in the event
of a police raid. Prohibition era, illegal bars, called " speakeasies ", were often concealed behind, above or
below seemingly legitimate businesses designed specifically for illicit bootlegging activities. Customers
accessed a stairway from the street and entered a sporting goods shop that acted as a " front ". After the
customers passed through rows of shelves lined with dusty sporting merchandise, a secret panel in the wall
was slid open revealing the entrance to the speakeasy and brothel. To conceal the hidden door from federal
prohibition agents , Buchanan designed the door so that it would appear to be solid concrete wall. The door,
which weighed two and a half tons, was supported by massive precision hinges and faced with a concrete slab.
The secret door could be opened only by inserting an 18" length of wire through one of several cracks in the
concrete. The tunnels contained sleeping chambers, kitchens, classrooms, wells, and medical facilities. In
order to maintain the flow of oxygen from the surface, the Vietcong would cleverly disguise air vents as
seemingly natural objects like termite mounds. However, the tunnels were far from homey; the Vietcong
suffered from many of the elements, such as disease and venomous insects and animals. Particularly
nerve-wracking to the Vietcong were the massive aerial bombardment from B bombers, which could usually
cave in portions of the tunnels depending on their depths. Nonetheless, the tunnels stood up to almost
everything the American military threw at them. Recent uses[ edit ] North Korean tunnels[ edit ] North Korea
has often threatened its Southern counterpart. From , the North Korea has been boring tunnels to the South.
There are reports that the North has exported their skill of boring tunnels to Myanmar, Lebanon and Hezbollah
on the Gaza strip. Swedish journalist Bertie Lintner has provided pictures of North Koreans helping the tunnel
boring in Myanmar. He is considered to be the first journalist to reveal the growing relationship between
Myanmar and North Korea on strategic cooperation. This one is close to the capital, Seoul and extended
beyond the DMZ over meters. The tunnel was used to transport vast quantities of cannabis from Tijuana into
Otay, California , for U. The passage linked two industrial warehouses and was ventilated and well lit. As well
as illegal substances, this tunnel and others that have previously been discovered have been used for illegal
immigration. Stanislas Gosse stole the books after finding an old map showing a secret entrance into the
library. The route was not easy, however, involving climbing up exterior walls, a steep staircase and a secret
chamber. A mechanism then opened the back of one of five cupboards. The disappearance of so many books
over such a length of time confused the librarian, the monks and the police, with Gosse finally being caught by
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closed-circuit television cameras. Panic room A small number of contractors in the US and UK specialize in
the construction of hidden doors and fortified secret rooms for private residences. These rooms, known as
"panic rooms" or "safe rooms", are hidden, secure locations within a residence designed to protect the
inhabitants in the case of a break-in or home invasion. The fortified doors and walls protect the occupants so
that they can summon help using a mobile or land-line phone. Doors and walls can be reinforced with steel ,
Kevlar , sound-proof or bullet-resistant fiberglass panels. The door to the safe room can be hidden by covering
it with panels that match existing walls or doors in the home. Terrorism[ edit ] Hamas and Islamic Jihad have
built tunnels across the border between the Gaza Strip and Israel in order to enter Israel secretly, carry out
terrorist attacks and capture hostages, and return unseen to Gaza. Secret passages in old buildings, castles,
haunted houses , and the lairs of villains or superheroes enable characters to secretly enter or exit the building,
access a hidden part of the structure, or enter a supernatural realm. These passageways are often opened by
pulling a disguised lever or lock mechanism. In some cases, a certain book on a bookshelf serves as the hidden
trigger for the mechanism. Mythological uses[ edit ] In Greek mythology, Hyrieus , the King of Boeotia , hired
Trophonius and Agamedes to build a treasure chamber for him. However, the pair built in a secret entrance
and stole his fortune. Detective and mystery stories[ edit ] In the late s, detective novels featuring seemingly
"impossible crimes" became popular. Impossible crimes were sometimes carried out using secret passages or
doors. Subsequent generations of detective pulp fiction and mystery story authors also used the plot device of
secret passages. However, the use of secret passages in detective fiction and mystery stories has been
criticised, on the grounds that it is not "fair" to expect the reader to guess about the existence of these secret
passages. Ronald Knox â€” , a British theologian and detective story author, argued that the plot device of a
secret passage was overused in detective fiction. There is a closed circle of suspects , all linked to the
murdered man; however, based on the layout of the house, the murder seems "impossible". Passages figure in
several books of the Famous Five series written by Enid Blyton. In the Harry Potter series by J. Rowling , the
ancient castle school of Hogwarts where much of the action takes place contains numerous secret and magical
passages hidden behind paintings, statuary, and furniture. Games[ edit ] In role-playing games , secret
passages, like traps, can be found in all sorts of buildings, especially in dungeons and castles in high fantasy
role-playing games. The mansion in the board game Cluedo Clue has two secret passages that players can use
to move to an opposite corner of the board. Computer and video games often feature hidden areas, sometimes
as an important part of the game and other times as an Easter egg. Such areas can be a required route in order
to continue or may be optional and contain rewards for the player, such as a bonus stage , a secret character ,
extra items or a shortcut to a later part of the game. Some secret entrances are invisible, such as a
normal-looking wall that can be walked through, while others give a slight visual clue, such as a cave behind a
waterfall.
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2: 10 Coolest Hidden Doors and Secret Passageways - hidden doors - Oddee
When you move into a house you generally expect to be able to walk around it and know where everything is before you
move in. What you don't expect is for your kids to accidentally discover a secret passageway in the master bedroom
behind a bookcase, then follow it until you find a secret room in a crawl space with a bunch of blankets and weird shit
that suggests someone has been living in.

Though most of us never get to realize those dreams, these houses are proof that some do - though in the case
of H. Lawrence River in New York. Bourne then constructed a castle chock full of things you usually only
find in an episode of Scooby Doo: Milton Wolf, one of the early developers of Hollywoodland. Wolf certainly
had eclectic taste - as evidenced by the photos of the house from several years ago, when it was for sale - and
that includes a penchant for secret passages. Secret passages leading to secret tiki bars, no less. Moby
apparently had plans to convert the tiki bar to an invitation-only magic theater similar to the Magic Castle.
Mudgett was the real name of H. When one of his murders finally caught up with him, Holmes confessed to
the murder of 30 people and was executed. When police raided the Murder Castle, they discovered
windowless rooms, false floors, rooms with no escape from the inside, soundproof bedrooms and gas
chambers. House of the Seven Gables Salem. Backtrack to , when Nathaniel Hawthorne wrote a book which
had a setting inspired by the house his cousin grew up in. In , the house was purchased by a philanthropist who
restored it and turned it into a museum. His wife had reported him missing some five years earlier; he was
eventually declared dead. That part of the tale is not so surprising, but this part is: The Darwins also owned the
house next door, which had been converted to one-room apartments. The couple was sentenced to six years in
prison but were both released on parole after three years. The staircase opens up into all kinds of hidden
rooms, including a wine cellar, a dungeon, and a "science room". And you can take a tour of it: He showed
Matt Lauer a few of them in Sessions House In , Captain Jonathan Hunt built what was maybe one of the
earliest panic rooms in the nation. When he built his Northampton, Mass. Dunster House, Harvard Among
many hidden rooms and secret passageways at Harvard are bookcases in the Dunster House library that swing
aside to reveal hidden chambers. Among other things, Pellatt had an underground tunnel built from the house
to his stables and a secret passageway leading out of his study. You can still see them today - Casa Loma
offers guided tours, venue rentals and even movie shoots. According to legend, Mrs. Winchester believed that
the ghosts of all of the people killed by Winchester guns were haunting her, and a medium told her that she
would join them if she ever stopped construction on her house. A architectural mess of a house that includes
stairs with a two-inch rise, doors that open into walls, chimneys that stop before hitting the roof, twisting
hallways and - yes - at least one secret passageway. The Seance Room contains a secret exit so that Sarah
Winchester could slip out of the room and not be followed by ghosts. Past records indicate that there are other
secret passageways in the mansion, but as of yet, no one has been able to find them. When police eventually
set up cameras to figure out what was going on, they discovered that the book thief was using a long-forgotten
secret passage and chamber to sneak in at night and steal the tomes. Literature lover Stanislas Gosse somehow
managed to get his hands on a map that showed the secret chamber was housed in the back of a cupboard in
the library and could only be opened by a hidden mechanism. The books were all eventually recovered, some
in better condition than when they were removed from the monastery.
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3: Palazzo Vecchio Secret Passages - Florence Inferno
These Amazing Secret Passageways Built into Homes are absolutely incredible and totally hidden. Click through to see
the amazing secret passageways and hidden rooms people have built in their homes.

Stephen Colebourne , cc- 4. Built against a sheer rock face and butting up against the entrance to Postojna
Cave, the castle is amazingly well-fortified, as 15th century errant knight and robber baron Erazem Jamski
could attest. KLMircea , cc- sa According to the story , he holed himself â€” and his loyal followers â€” up
inside the castle when the Hapsburg army laid siege to them. He had a secret, though â€” a tunnel that ran
between the castle and the massively extensive, 5-kilometer-long nearby cave system of tunnels. By night, he
would use the cave to leave the castle and retrieve fresh supplies. He was so cocky, in fact, that he was said to
regularly taunt the army outside by throwing fresh cherries at them. All things must come to an end, and his
was a particularly unfitting one. A servant was bribed for the location of the tunnel, and to raise a flag when
his master went to use the bathroom â€” an outhouse high up on the side of the castle. A single canon shot
fired through the wall of the bathroom is said to have been the end of the infamous robber lord. Willem van
Valkenburg , cc- nc-sa Today, you can still go visit and tour the castle and the tunnels behind it. The Castle
that Sherlock Holmes Builtâ€¦. Joe Mabel , cc- sa Instead, they were the inventions of the man who portrayed
Sherlock Holmes on the stage on more than 1, different occasions â€” William Gillette. It overlooks the
Connecticut River, where it looks extremely out of place. Made from local stone which, the story says, he paid
for by the cartload as locals would bring it up to the construction site , the house was built between and , and it
was made to look like a medieval German castle. Inside, it looked more like a hunting lodge than a castle, and
was so full of secrets that even the stalwart investigator would have approved. Pieces of furniture were built on
tracks in the floor so they would move with the flip of a switch or the push of a button, and flipping another
switch would reveal a secret staircase to a secret room, complete with a fireplace. Microinjection , cc- sa
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4: 10 Amazing Secret Passages, Tunnels & Mysterious Hidden Rooms - Page 2 of 6 - Urban Ghosts Media
Salut tout le monde c'est StundZow! Aujourd'hui on se retrouve pour un nouveau data pack: 5 super passages secret!
J'espÃ¨re que cette vidÃ©o te plaira et moi je te dit: Bonne vidÃ©o! Le data.

Most are internal to the castle , such as a stairway hidden behind a tapestry. Several lead from the castle or
school grounds past the boundaries, presumably to the nearby wizard village of Hogsmeade. They
demonstrated the map , showing seven secret passages leading to Hogsmeade , and which one was most likely
known only by them. A passage beneath a one-eyed witch statue by the stairs to the Defence Against the Dark
Arts classroom , leading to the cellar of Honeydukes. Tapping the hump with a wand and speaking aloud the
word Dissendium to the witch makes the hump on the statue open just wide enough for a small person to slide
down to the hidden passageway. No password seems to be needed to return to the school. Harry Potter used
this twice to get to and from Hogsmeade in the school year. There was no report of break-in at Honeydukes ,
and it is unknown whether Sirius Black used it when he broke into or fled Hogwarts Castle. A passage behind
a mirror on the fourth floor, which was caved in as of It leads to Hogsmeade , but exactly where is unknown.
Sirius Black mentioned that it was large enough for an organisation to hold a meeting inside. A passage
beneath the Whomping Willow , leading to the Shrieking Shack. It was created for Remus Lupin to use during
his school years so that he could isolate himself during his monthly transformations into a werewolf. Sirius
Black may have used this passage to slip past the Dementors and get inside the school grounds during the â€”
school year. Fred and George Weasley claimed to have found this secret passage during their first week at
Hogwarts likely before they acquired the Marauders Map. Three unspecified secret passages, apparently
known to Argus Filch. The Vanishing Cabinets Peeves is the one who smashed one of the two vanishing
cabinets , after being convinced to do so by Nearly Headless Nick A link between two vanishing cabinets, one
in Hogwarts and the other in Borgin and Burkes in Knockturn Alley. The passage was reopened in when
Draco Malfoy fixed the cabinet, and used it to bring Death Eaters into the school. This passage opens from the
Room of Requirement when one there has need of food. Due to the nature of the Room of Requirement , it is
possible that several passages to different locations outside of Hogwarts could be accessed from it.
Dumbledore, Madam Pomfrey , perhaps some staff members , the Marauders and Severus Snape knew of the
secret passage under the Whomping Willow. Sometime during their school years, Remus Lupin , Peter
Pettigrew , Sirius Black and the late James Potter discovered 7 secret passages out of school and wrote them
on the Marauders Map. It is unknown who, if anyone they informed. The map next fell into the possession of
Argus Filch , who was unlikely to have ever been able to use it. In the school year , Fred and George Weasley
said Argus Filch knew of four of the seven secret passages out of school shown on the map; the fourth likely
being the one behind the statue of Gregory the Smarmy. Apparently as of the school year , many of the staff
did not know about the secret passage behind the one-eyed witch. After Sirius Black gained admittance to
Gryffindor tower in , security inside the castle was increased. Professor Lupin knew of it and Professor Snape
may have suspected a secret passage there, yet no added security measures e. Security Trolls seemed to have
been placed there. Upon rejoining the Order of the Phoenix in , it is likely Remus Lupin and Sirius Black
informed Albus Dumbledore about all 7 of these secret passages, and he in turn may have informed Severus
Snape and other members of the Order of the Phoenix. In , Aberforth told Harry and his companions that all
the old secret passages were blocked meaning the 7 on the Marauders Map. Therefore it is likely Professor
Snape, and the Carrows knew to guard it. It is unknown whether or how many Death Eaters used secret
passages to enter the grounds or the castle during the Battle of Hogwarts. It is likely Peter Pettigrew told Lord
Voldemort all he knew about the secret passages, either by or after he rejoined him in In the school year Fred
and George Weasley threw Montague , a member of the Inquisitorial Squad , into the broken Vanishing
Cabinet , where he disappeared and was trapped. He was finally able to disapparate and re-appeared in a
Hogwarts toilet. He recounted his experience of sometimes hearing people in Hogwarts and other times people
in Borgin and Burkes. From this, Draco Malfoy realised that the two cabinets created a passage and that if he
could fix the broken one then he would have a secret passage into Hogwarts. He did this and brought Death
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Eaters into Hogwarts, boasting to Professor Dumbledore and an invisible Harry potter before fleeing with
Snape through the front gates. Harry Potter then informed Professor McGonagall , and those also present in
the hospital wing, of this secret passage. What became of the Vanishing Cabinet in Borgin and Burkes is
unknown. The other vanishing cabinet remained at Hogwarts in the Room of Hidden Things until it was likely
destroyed in by Fiendfyre. Presumably, prior to the school year , Albus Dumbledore may have been the only
other person to know of it. Finally most of the school was evacuated through this passage. How many of them
would now know how to access the Room of Requirement in its unoccupied state and be able to open the
passage? Blocking the passages out of school Around , Fred and George Weasley reported that one passage on
the Marauders Map had its ceiling collapse, and was impassible. The school year saw even stricter security
measures on the castle, including the use of Secrecy Sensors to stop smuggling in of Dark objects and sealing
the gates and boundaries to unauthorised entry. The passage into Hogwarts by the pair of vanishing cabinets
was blocked when Peeves damaged the one at Hogwarts in the school year, until Draco Malfoy repaired it in
It is unknown whether the Ministry seized or destroyed the vanishing cabinet at Borgin and Burkes after the
Battle of Hogwarts but before the Fall of the Ministry of Magic to prevent its further use as a passage to
Hogwarts. In , Aberforth Dumbledore said that all the old passages into the school meaning the 7 on the map
were blocked. When Aberforth left his pub to join in the Battle of Hogwarts, the secret passage through the
Room of Requirement was closed. It is unknown whether anyone opened it or could have opened it from his
pub, though over a hundred students and staff now knew where it was. Secret Passages within the castle There
are minor secret passages within Hogwarts, such as a stairway hidden by a tapestry with a trick step. Argus
Filch reportedly is familiar with all of them, so he can quickly cross the castle in pursuit of rule-breakers.
Neville Longbottom said that each day the exit led to a different place in the castle. The night of the Battle of
Hogwarts, Harry found that he and Luna had exited to the 5th floor. Pipes and the Chamber of Secrets: The
Chamber of Secrets itself was far below the school, and someone had to ask the chamber door on that level to
open with Parseltongue. Later when he slid down the pipe on the way to the Chamber of Secrets, he saw pipes
branching off into other directions. These could have been secret passages for a large serpent to use, and might
open in other parts of the school.
5: 13 Houses With Secret Passageways | Mental Floss
Secret Passages, commonly abbreviated as sp, are special areas in each zone that are normally inaccessible (due to
something blocking the way), but every hour (ex: ) one passage in every zone becomes unlocked for 1 hour; the same
passage is never open twice in a row.

6: Secret Passages:Hidden Objects +g Download APK for Android - Aptoide
31 Beautiful Hidden Rooms And Secret Passages. Q: Why would anyone want to keep such beautiful spaces a secret?
A: Because secret rooms are awwwweeesooome.

7: Vraie fiction: About secret passages
There are secret doors that he had installed just in case he had unwanted company and needed to make a quick
getaway, and there's also a series of adjustable mirrors that allowed him to view the goings-on in various rooms from
secret passages outside.

8: â€ŽSecret Passages: Hidden Objects on the App Store
Showing you the way to the Secret Passage to the vault in "A Bad Penny". Getting to the passage at

9: 25 Amazing Secret Passageways Built into Homes
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Secret passages leading to secret tiki bars, no less. Moby apparently had plans to convert the tiki bar to an
invitation-only magic theater similar to the Magic Castle. 3.
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